The Wolves Content Transparency

Mature Content

- Discussion of violence including death, murder, genocide, enslavement, war, torture, and terrorists
- References to Khmer Rouge, Nazis, U.S. border detention centers, and Abu Ghraib
- Discussions of drinking and drugs
- Discussions of abortion and Plan B
- Discussions of sexual assault
- Discussion and depiction of vomit

Language

- Mature language
- Sexual language
- Racist Microaggressions
- Elitist Microaggressions
- Ableist Microaggressions
- Homophobic Microaggressions

This show is recommended for ages 15+.

In following COCA’s mission to deliver thought-provoking programs and train informed young theatre artists who will advocate for change within the theatre and our society, we have decided to include the mature content and language of The Wolves.

Including the mature language helps fully capture the frustration, hardships, and reality of adolescence.